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Comics
Revisited

Sometimes fictional figures such as Superman, Batman,
Spiderman and Catwoman find new existences in the
art world. The iconic character Mickey Mouse with its
unique shape is perhaps the most inspiring of them.
Claes Oldenburg’s Mickey Mouse Museum in the shape
of its head and housing his collection of Mickey Mouse-
derived products is the most spectacular
metamorphosis; in this exhibition it is evoked by the
multiple object Geometric Mouse (1971).

Comics Revisited reveals unexpected encounters between
comics and other artistic languages, a productive
dialogue in which narrations and abstractions, strips and
panels, plane colours and speech balloons, heroes and
legends come to new senses and possibilities.
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Raúl Marroquín, How? Maastricht: Agora; Beau Geste Press, 1974
Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía. © Raúl Marroquín



Most of these artists borrow original comics, or fragments
thereof, for their recreations. In Dieter Roth’sBok 3b and
Bok 3d (1974), comic pages are accidentally bound
together to a book and perforated with holes so that each
page presents a view on the following one. Christian
Marclay selects details of comics to compose To Be
Continued (2016), a graphic score for various instruments.
He arranges singular images and a full page of
onomatopoetic bangs and cracks, snaps and wongs or
bongs.

Some artists focus exclusively on the most striking aspect
of comics: the speech balloon; among them are Ben
Vautier, Emmet Williams and Adrian Piper. Raúl
Marroquín combines collage and the speech balloon and
places this on the cover of his book to ‘speak’ its title:
How? (1974). Roy Lichtenstein and Raymond Pettibon
bear witness that the LP cover also provides an excellent
support to evoke comic-inspired imaginary. Laurie
Anderson devotes the cover and even a song to the
legendary hero Superman (1981).

Roberto Altmann appropriates the page structure of a
comic but invents abstract characters and non-semantic
writings. By way of its graphic development in his book

The exhibition Comics Revisited highlights the crossings
of the comics genre and the visual arts. Born at the end of
the nineteenth century after many historic precursors, it
underwent various mutations with respect to its forms
and publics. When Stéphane Mallarmé wrote that
‘everything in the world exists in order to end up as a
book’, today it seems that everything, from the Bible to
the most iconic literary masterpiece, ends up in a comic.

Ever since comics began to flourish, visual artists have
appropriated and diverted various aspects of the genre.
Among these artists are Vladimir Mayakovsky, Ad
Reinhardt and Pablo Picasso with his Sueño y mentira de
Franco [Dream and Lie of Franco] in 1937. But also within
the fields of visual poetry, collages and sculptures, artists
play on comics’ typical features: their page structure,
panels of images, figures and onomatopoeic language. 

Beginning largely in the late 1960s, however, visual artists
have occasionally revisited the by then popular comic by
relying mainly on its formal elements. The use of comic-
type compositions, juxtaposed sequences, arrangements of
panels, and speech balloons is the matrix. By way of endless
declinations, they deconstruct the traditional comic to its
essence and develop a new, mostly non-fictional story.

Geste hypergraphique [Hypergraphic Gesture, 1988]
he opens up the reader’s imagination to suggest his 
or her own plot.

Mirtha Dermisache also uses the comic-page
structure for her pamphlet Fragmento de Historieta
[Comic Fragment, 1974] in which she introduces her
typical non-semantic writings in the frames. Dorothy
Iannone by contrast conceives a comprehensive,
seemingly autobiographical tale in her fully
illustrated book The Story of Bern (or) Showing 
Colors (1970).

Several publications limit themselves to comic-type
background scenes. Niklaus Rüegg’s book Spuk
(2004) as well as Lawrence Weiner and Matt
Mullican’s book In the Crack of the Dawn(1991) evoke
imaginary urban surroundings by colourful sequences
of architecture-like forms. In all the presented works
artists offer new perspectives, sometimes to the
appropriated comic itself, sometimes to a pre-existing
fiction. With Fahrenheit 451’s Comic (2016), Francesc
Ruiz proposes a condensed third interpretation 
of Ray Bradbury’s novel as filmed by François
Truffaut.
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